Abstract
Introduction
With the initial completion of the human genome sequencing, Bioinformatics, as an emerging crossdiscipline, is nurtured, developed and becomes one of the major multi-disciplinary frontier in biology, computer science and applied mathematics [1] [2] . By now, because of the development of systems biology, bioinformatics research approach gradually transforms into interaction→ complex systems (networks) → function from the previous approach which is sequence → structure → function. Life is a complex system, biological molecular networks such as gene regulatory networks, protein interaction networks, metabolic networks are all complex networks. The nodes in these networks represent biological molecules, the edges represent relations between molecules, like interactions between proteins, regulations and controls between genes, or catalysis of enzymes to reactants. The organism will not coordinate and function well if not for these relations and interactions. Take protein-protein interaction network (PIN) for example, each node in the network represents protein, each edge represents if interactions exist between proteins, the existence of edges means the existence of interactions. Almost all proteins can not be functional without interactions with other proteins. Hence, proteins in any organisms are not independent units; they are part of the network. Figure 1 shows part of the human protein interaction network. In order to better reveal the functions of living organisms, we must study genes and proteins in the system level. Therefore, the bio-molecular networks are becoming an important research objective [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In recent years, researchers in different fields have accumulated a large number of biological experimental data [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and algorithms [8, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] for analysis and calculation of bio-molecular networks, but these data and methods are relatively independent, difficult to be utilized by biologists. In order to offer software tools and professional advices for the researchers who need "calculation" by friendly user interface, a promising approach is to construct the problem solving environment (PSE).
"A PSE is a computer system that provides all the computational facilities needed to solve a target class of problems. These features include advanced solution methods, automatic and semiautomatic selection of solution methods, and ways to easily incorporate novel solution methods. Moreover, PSEs use the language of the target class of problems, so users can run them without specialized knowledge of the underlying computer hardware or software. " [23] . So far, the typical grid enable PSE are WebFlow [24] , Cactus [25] , GridPort [26] and PDE.Mart [27] , and so on. Meanwhile PSEs for different areas have been widely studied by researchers. Farthing et al. describes a PSE as transforming a range of questions about subsurface flow and transport phenomena into numerical simulations [28] , NanoPSE [29] is a PSE for atomistic electronic structure of semiconductor nanostructures. In Bioinformatics, V. Boccia et al. developed a grid enabled PSE, MedIGrid, for medical imaging [30] , the national center for biomedical ontology is building a semantics and services enabled PSE for management, querying, analysis and visualization of scientific data for T.Cruzi [31] . All above PSEs have their own users and objectives, but not address problems about bio-molecular networks. Figure 1 . part of human protein interaction network PSE-Bio [32] [33] is a bioinformatics-oriented PSE based on Web Service. In this paper, based on PSEBio, we describe the integrated computing environment for bio-molecular networks (ICEBN) in order to achieve molecular homology analysis, bio-molecular network building, querying, statistics and visualization. The architecture of this environment is presented in section2, services involved in studying bio-molecular network are described in section3, section 4 introduces how to extend new services, and section 5 is the summary of this paper.
Architecture
PSE-Bio is a grid-enabled PSE, while ICEBN is a computing environment aimed at biological molecular network based on PSE-Bio. The software architecture of the ICEBN is shown in Figure 2 . The PSE-Bio is the control center, by which users schedule their jobs and monitor the running process. Remote distributed resources are integrated into the environment through standard interface; those scheduled jobs can invoke these services by portal server.
For complex applications, users should involve more than one service, so the application scripting is offered to define the application. Here users will require two levels of scripts: one is the services script, the other is the agent [33] launching script, by which users can configure, monitor and record stage of the services. Readers are referred to [33] for more details about these two scripts. This procedure can be seen in 
Services
Studies of bio-molecular networks often include network construction, homology analysis, network querying, statistical analysis, visualization, and so on. All these components are web services and offer services through the friendly graphical user interface as shown in Figure 4 . These services can be invoked by workflow or invoked independently.
Network construction
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When we study bio-molecular networks, we often stretch metadata to construct it. Currently, a number of available repositories for bio-molecular networks are available. Each of these databases has their own unique features. In the ICEBN, we download regularly several major datasets of biomolecular networks such as HPRD [15] , DIP [13] , MIPS [14] , BioGrid [11] , and so on. Based on these datasets, users can construct bio-molecular networks they needed: Figure 4 . Services of the ICEBN  Construct genome networks of different species according to one or more datasets [34] .  Construct the sub-network related to some molecules which are selected by users. This subnetwork usually includes the molecules that have direct relationships with them. If more relationships are needed, users can set the parameter to include the indirect relationships into this sub-network.  Find pathways between two molecules, the length of the pathways can be set by users. Then build the sub-network by these pathways. All networks constructed by ICEBN can be exported as text files; meanwhile networks set up by users can be imported into the ICEBN when they conform to the file format. In this way, users can modify the networks which are formed by ICEBN, and input the new networks into the environment for continuing next task.
Homology analysis
Homology analysis plays an important role in the study of bio-molecular networks. Sequence similarity of molecules often predicates that these molecules are homology. ICEBN introduces Blast [35] to alignment sequences of bio-molecules and refers to the result for estimating their homology, because that Blast is one of the most popular tools.
ICEBN downloads FASTA files from Uniprot (http://www.uniprot.org/downloads) database on a regular basis, from which users can get the molecular sequences they need and form sequence file. This file or existed sequence file organized by users then can be input to ICEBN. To align these molecular sequences in the file with sequences in certain database, users can set parameters by GUI to invoke one or more Blast processes. Furthermore, the result files obtained by Blast will be handled to make a new file which is named homology table. This homology table is formed in standard format and the expected value of two sequences is transformed into the homology coefficient of molecular which is between 0 and 1.
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Network querying
In recent years, more and more researchers focus on bio-molecular alignment, querying or searching. ICEBN offers several optional methods of INM [3] , NBM [36] and MNAligner [21] to query sub-network which is most similar to a target from a large bio-molecular network (e.g. a genome network). The input data generally consists of the target sub-network to be queried, the genome network of one or several species, and the molecular homology table. It can be imported by users, or obtained by ICEBN, which is described in section 3.1 and 3.2. By invocating the query service in ICEBN, users can get the result sub-network, which, in biological means, is the most similar network to the target subnetwork that can be found in genome network.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis is often adopted to estimate accuracy of computing result. Take network querying as an example, ICEBN can:
 Generate n random networks [37] , in which nodes and degrees of each node are equal to the biomolecular.  Score each computing result including bio-molecular network querying and random networks querying [3] .  Compute the p-value. All above tasks are automatically completed when users need statistical analysis and set corresponding parameters.
For analyzing biological sense of computing, ICEBN links the GO website (http://www.gene ontology.org) to annotate function of molecules in networks.
Visualization
Cytoscape (http://www.cytoscape.org/) is one of the best visualization tools for network analysis. ICEBN integrates Cytoscape so that bio-molecular network can be shown by it.
Moreover, we developed a plugin to extend functions of Cytoscape. By this plugin, Cytoscape not only can display certain bio-network in different layout, but also can show two similar sub-networks in same layout. That is, the matched molecules in the two networks are painted with same color and set at same location, so users can clearly identify the similar molecules and the links between the two networks.
Service extension
In fact, research on bio-molecular networks is not limited to the contents mentioned above, ICEBN should be extensible.
To ensure the proper invocation of services and guarantee the correct return data, while decreasing the work needed in the serialization of data being transferred in the network, ICEBN uses the object that meets the JavaBean criterion to encapsulate users' data, this object is then used as the input and output parameters to invoke services, users need not write the self-defined serializer/deserializer.
For codes developed in C/C++, ICEBN is provided in the form of Dynamic Link Library (DLL). However, the interfaces that web service provided are java methods, to effectively use these native codes, we add the java wrapper to the interfaces of web service. This wrapper is very common and applicable for the integration of multi-source with multi-language software. The wrapper can then be deployed into web service in the form of WSDL [38] (Web Service Description Language) File using java applications, for example, the java2wsdl execution file provided by most web service providers. Users can write their own client program to invocate service from any computer that has an internet connection. All WSDL files are managed using UDDI [39] (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration).
In this way, new methods can be easily integrated into ICEBN as the web service.
Conclusion
An integrated and extensible computing environment for bio-molecular networks is described in this paper. Based on PSE-Bio it applies to offer professional assistance to researchers who are interested in bio-molecular networks. Web services including network construction, homology analysis, network querying, statistical analysis and visualization are integrated into ICEBN, which can be invoked by workflow or invoked independently.
By ICEBN, researchers can accomplish some basic studies of bio-molecular networks without vain efforts on computing details. But ICEBN is far away from perfection by now; new optional methods should be added into services such as homology analysis, statistical analysis in the future. 
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